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1 
1 Introduction 
In  practice  the  specification  of  many  microeconometric  models 
requires  the  introduction  of  components  capturing  unobserved 
heterogeneity  to  account,  inter  alia,  for  overdispertion  (in  Poisson 
models, in duration models), for specific effects (when dealing with 
repeated measurements, or in the case of cluster specific effects) , for 
uncertainty about the model that should be considered (in the case of 
switching regression with unobserbed regime) etc… 
The specification of the model of the observed quantities of interest 
can often be decomposed into two parts. The first part describes the 
distribution  of  the  unobserved  component,  and  given  the 
unobserved element and in general some covariates, the second part 
describes  the  conditional  distribution  (density)  of  the  quantity  of 
interest.  Formally  the  distribution  of  the  observed  variable  of 
interest, say Y , given a vector of covariates, say  X , takes the general 
form of a mixture : 
[ ] [ ] ( ) Pr | Pr | ,
e
e = = = = = =
￿
D Y y X x Y y X x e dF e ,    (1) 
where  e   is  the  unobserved  random  variable  which  describes 
unobserved heterogeneity over some domain  of definition  e D , and 
where  [ ] Pr | ,e = = = Y y X x e   is  usually  fully  specified.  ( ) F e   is  the 
cumulative distribution function of  e .  At this stage  ( ) F e  can be 
assumed to belong to a well specified parametric family in which 
case the calculation of the observed likelihood is straightforward and 
the  estimation  proceeds,  more  or  less  directly,  from  there. 
Alternatively it can be left unspecified and the estimation problem 
can be thought essentially as a non-parametric problem. However, in 
this  latter  case  it  can  be  shown  that  the  maximum  likelihood 
estimator of the mixture takes the form of a finite discrete mixture 
(i.e. a list of discrete locations, i.e. values of e  in   e D  and probability 
weigths, see Lindsay (1983) ), which in practice allows/demands the 
use of conventional maximum likelihood arguments. 
In this context the estimation problem is often solved using the EM 
algorithm  (see  for  example  Gouriéroux  &  Monfort,  1995).  In  this 
note, following Oakes (1999), I show that the EM algorithm in the 
discrete mixture case allow for a relatively simple evaluation of the 
matrix variance covariance of all the parameters of interest. I give a 
general analytic expression for the hessian of the observed likelihood 
of a model with finite discrete mixture with known number of types 
in  terms  of  the  gradient  and  the  hessian  of  the  latent  likelihood. 2 
Finally  I  discuss  how  this  analytical  expression  allows  for  quasi-
Newton acceleration of the EM algorithm, and for an  Information 
Matrix specification test.  
 
2 The Model 
In  what  follows  I  assume  that  there  are  N  (independent  and 














and F (given) number of components to the mixture. However the 
allocation  of  observations  to  types  is  unobserved.  For  a  given 








omit to indicate the values Y and X take…) where 
￿  is a vector of k 












￿ ,  are elements 
of 




. Indeed, in some case the model of interest will 
include some covariates and the parameters (type invariant or not) 
associated with the covariates are included in 
￿ . On the other hand 






















,  are  not 
collected  in  q .  Assuming  that  we  observe  the  type  of  each 







































,          (2) 






 if observation i is of type f, and 
0  otherwise.  Note  that  the  latent  likelihood  given  complete 
observation  ( ) f
O
 is to be distinguished from the observed likelihood 





























however in practice it may be difficult to evaluate (see Lee, 2000) 
and/or  difficult  to  maximise. In  what follows  I’ll  assume  that  the 







  and  its  derivative  is  “straightforward”  (or 
known,  or  at  least  easier  to  obtain  than  the  equivalent  quantities 
from the observed likelihood).  
 














































.        (3)    
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, the EM algorithm proceeds first (Expectation 
step) by calculating the Expected latent log-likelihood given what is 
observed (which we represent by 
￿
￿




























































































where  [ ] E .|. y  stand for the conditional expectation calculated with 
the  joint  distribution  indexed  by  the  vector  of  parameters  y .  In 

















































.        (5) 











  is  maximised 
with respect to 


























￿   ).  The  algorithm  is  known  to  be 
monotonic (i.e. the observed likelihood increases), and if convergent 
it solves the likelihood equations. Furthermore in some cases it can 
























3 The Hessian of the Observed Likelihood 
In  a  recent  paper  Oakes  (1999)  shows  that  the  Hessian  of  the 







































































































.    (6) 
While we would expect the first term (the information matrix for the 
parameters of the latent model) to be definite negative, the second 
term which represents the missing information is likely to be definite 
positive. In the multivariate context we may expect that the first term 
dominate the second term (in the sense that the difference between 
the two terms is a negative definite matrix). 4 
In the context of discrete mixtures the evaluation of the quantities of 
interest is straightforward. Direct calculations of the gradients with 
respect to the components of 





















































































































































































e .  (8) 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N symmetric and p.s.d. .  (12)’ 
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￿ .  
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       (17) 
which is symmetric in the indices f and g. 
These expressions define the observed information, and therefore can 
be used together to obtain an estimate of the variance covariance of 




A  first  direct  consequence  of  the  expression  above  is  that  it  is  in 
principle possible to accelerate the convergence of the EM algorithm. 
At least when the likelihood gradient is small enough (this would 
have to be determined in practice), the calculation of the hessian of 
the observed likelihood allows one or more “safe” Newton Raphson 
step  (safe  in  the  sense  that  it  does  not  lead  to  a  reduction  in  the 
likelihood) with the advantage of a quicker convergence. Moreover, 
the  expressions  above  can  be  used  in  conjunction  with  the 
acceleration  methods  proposed  elsewhere  (on  this  topic  see  for 
example  Louis,  1982  and  Jamshidian  &  Jennrich,  1997)  to  lead  to 
faster convergence of the EM algorithm.  
  
Furthermore,  the formulae  above  provide  expressions,  in  terms  of 
the  latent  likelihood,  for  the  restrictions  that  have  to  hold  under 
correct specification, i.e. when the information matrix equality holds. 
In  particular,  given  correct  specification  and  for  any  value  of  the 
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 and differentiating twice 
with respect to



























 this time differentiating with 
respect to q  first and then with respect to
￿




















































































































































      (19) 
These restrictions are the basis of the Information Matrix test (for an 
introduction see Gouriéroux & Monfort, 1995, for more details see 
White, 1994). As an illustration of the type of restrictions obtained, 
consider  the  example  of  a  mixture  involving  two  types,  and  such 
that, given the type, the latent distribution of  Y  given a vector of 
covariates 



















O . In 







































































































￿           (21) 

































































†  (22) 
where  f e  is a vector of zeros with a 1 in position f. 
Substituting (22) in (18) and making the required simplifications I 















































































































































































!   (25) 












-   is  the  operator  which  stacks  the  functionally 

























































































































The first set of restrictions (23) assesses the heteroscedasticity of an 


































B   , 
while  the  second  set  of  restrictions  in  (26)  and  (27)  assesses  the 
heteroscedasticity  of  each  type  specific  second  order  residual.  In 
particular,  the  last  set  of  restrictions  demands  that  the  posterior 





G , and the type specific 


















S ,  are uncorrelated. 
 
Following  an  identical  process  of  substituting  (22)  in  (19)  and 







































































































































































‡   are  uncorrelated.  For  this 





•  must be different from zero, 













￿  for all values of 
¿ , 
i.e. the two types must be different. The second set (29) requires that 

















  The  generalisation  to  a  larger  number  of  types  seems 
straightforward,  however  how  well  would such  a  test  perform  in 
practice remains to be studied.  In particular, it would be of interest 
to understand how such a test performs when the number of type is 
too small or too large. 
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